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Identification Key for Coastal CMTs

The insert that follows is a key that can be used to obtain a
preliminary CMT identification. The insert is in landscape format
so that the key can be presented in its entirety on the two sides
of a single sheet of paper. The insert can be removed from the
handbook and placed in a field notebook. Directions for use of
the key are provided.

The key consists of 19 questions to be answered YES or NO.
Each YES or NO answer either instructs the reader to proceed to
another question, or offers a preliminary identification and a
page in the handbook where that type is discussed. Start with
question #1. Answer the questions in numerical order. The terms
used in the questions are defined in the glossary and text below.
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Identification Key for Coastal CMTS

Answer the following questions YES or NO. Follow the instructions for each YES or NO answer, until a
preliminary identification is made. Start with question #1. Answer the questions in numerical order.

Key for Identifying Major CMT Types on Coastal British Columbia

# Question If NO If YES

1 Is the tree standing? Go to Question 12 Go to Question 2

2 Does the tree have one or more bark scars? Go to Question 6 Go to Question 3

3 Is the tree western red or yellow cedar? Other bark-strip scar (Page 33) Go to Question 4

4 Is the scar long and tapered (triangular)? Go to Question 5 Tapered bark-strip scar
(Page 23)

5 Is the scar large and rectangular? Other bark- strip scar (Page 33) Rectangular bark-strip
scar (Page 29)

6 Does the tree have a test hole? Go to Question 7 Tested tree (Page 38)

7 Does the tree have an undercut scar? Go to Question 8 Undercut tree (Page 41)

8 Does the tree have one or more notches Go to Question 9 Notched tree (Page 51)
and no plank scars?

9 Does the tree have one or more plank scars? Go to Question 10 Planked tree (Page 52)
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Key for Identifying Major CMT Types on Coastal British Columbia (Page 2 of 2)

# Question If NO If YES

10 Does bark have many cut marks in one spot? Go to Question 11 Pitch collection tree (Page 59)

11 Does the tree show evidence for removal of Other modified tree (Page 58) Kindling collection tree
small pieces of wood? (Page 60)

12 Is the tree wind fallen? Go to Question 13 Go to Question 16

13 Does the tree consist of or include a stump? Go to Question 15 Go to Question 14

14 Does the tree consist of a stump only? Go to Question 15 Felled tree (Page 43)

15 Does the tree consist of or include a log? Other modified tree (Page 58) Go to Question 16

16 Has the log or windfallen tree been shaped Go to Question 17 Canoe tree (Page 56)
into an unfinished canoe?

17 Does the log or windfallen tree have one or Go to Question 18 Planked tree (Page 52)
more plank scars?

18 Does the log or windfallen tree have one Go to Question 19 Notched tree (Page 51)
or more notches?

19 Does the log or windfallen tree consist of Other modified tree (Page 58) Sectioned tree (Page 49)
two or more sections?
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Identifying Bark-stripped Trees

A bark-stripped tree is a tree from which bark has been partially
removed by aboriginal people. Bark was collected from different
tree species and for a variety of purposes. These trees are charac-
terized by the presence of one or more areas of removed bark
and exposed wood commonly referred to as bark scars. A bark
scar resulting from human stripping is called a bark-strip scar,
whereas the more general term bark scar refers to any scar,
whether of natural or human (cultural) origin.

Key terms

In addition to bark scar and bark-strip scar, key terms for
discussing bark-stripped trees are:
• scar face: the wood surface exposed by bark removal.
• scar lobe: the vertical ridge of wood tissue formed on both

sides of a scar face. In response to bark removal, a tree
attempts to heal itself by growing over the dead wood of the
scar face, which results in the development of vertical ridges
of wood tissue called scar lobes, callus lobes or healing lobes.

• scar crust: a hard black or dark brown layer formed on the
inner side of a healthy scar lobe where it grows against the
smooth surface of an uneroded scar face. This crust continues
to extend in a curve parallel to the face with each new year of
growth until the face begins to decay. The scar crust is an
important characteristic in identifying tapered bark-strip scars.

• scar window: the opening created by the lobes growing on
both sides of a scar. As lobes grow, they join together above a
scar, as well as below the scar if the scar does not extend to
the ground, thereby obscuring the edges of the scar and
forming a lenticular (lens-like) or triangular opening (the scar
window) over the scar.

• internal scar: a scar inside a tree. As scar lobes continue to
grow, they can in some cases eventually cover the entire
bark-strip scar, thereby closing the scar window, and creating
an internal scar. These scars appear as narrow vertical creases
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in the bark, or lie completely buried inside the tree and cannot
be seen from outside.

These terms are illustrated in the next figures.

Key terms for bark-stripped tree with tapered bark-strip scar.
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Partial cross-section through cultural bark-strip scar.

Types of bark-stripped trees

Bark-stripped trees are classified according to the type of bark-
strip scar(s) present. Bark-strip scars found on the Coast are of
four types:
• long tapered (triangular) scars (BST)
• rectangular scars (BSR)
• girdled
• other scars

Although trees often have more than one scar, a tree seldom has
scars of more than one type.

Long tapered bark-strip scars (BST)

Long tapered bark-strip scars are also called triangular scars or
tapered scars. These are relatively long and narrow scars found
on two tree species: western redcedar and yellow cedar,
although they are far more common on the former. Tapered bark
scars are the result of the procurement of the soft, pliant inner
bark used to make clothing, mats, blankets, basketry, ropes,
diapers, towelling, and so on.
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Development of scar crust.

Bark was usually stripped from young trees that were relatively
straight and free of large branches. A horizontal cut was made in
the bark (usually above the root flare, and often on the upslope
side if the tree was on a hill). Loosened bark was pulled away
from the tree until the upper end tapered to a point and broke
away. Inner bark was then separated from outer bark, bundled,
and taken away for processing. In some cases bark was removed
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in several adjacent narrow strips, sometimes leaving two pointed
upper ends.

Identifying tapered bark-strip scars: When assessing whether
or not a tapered bark scar is cultural, consideration should be
given to the characteristics of both the scar and the scarred tree.
The characteristics listed below can be used to make such an
assessment. The correct identification of a tapered bark-strip
scar sometimes is very difficult because:
• natural forces or agents can produce bark scars that resemble

cultural tapered bark scars
• lobe growth and scar face deterioration can obscure some of

the key characteristics of a cultural scar, to the point where
the bark scar itself is completely hidden by lobe growth or
completely deteriorated.

Correct identification of tapered bark-strip scars is undoubtedly
one of the most difficult aspects of CMT work. A brief
discussion follows. Readers wanting more information about
this topic should consult Appendix I.
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Two small bark-stripped cedars with tapered bark-strip scar: on
left with intact base formed into U shape by lobe growth; on right
with scar extending to ground as a result of bark falling off tree
below original scar base.
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Bark-stripped western redcedar with old tapered bark-strip scar
covered with moss, and large scar lobes on both sides of scar.
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Characteristics of Tapered Bark-strip Scars

• cultural tapered bark scars not obscured by lobe growth are
typically long and narrow, with straight tapered sides

• bark is absent on cultural tapered bark scars

• cultural tapered bark scars on a tree that was healthy at the time
of stripping produces a scar crust that is smooth and follows the
curve of the wood exposed by stripping

• the presence of toolmarks on the scar face usually indicates that
the scar is cultural

• large branches are not present on cultural tapered bark scars

• cultural tapered bark scars usually are found on the uphill and
lateral sides of a tree located on a slope; cultural scars are
seldom found on the downhill side of a tree

• cultural tapered bark scars have distinctive annual ring
characteristics that can be observed when a sample of wood is
cut from the scar

Characteristics of Trees with Tapered Bark-strip Scars
• trees with cultural tapered bark scars are relatively straight-

grained and free of large branches on the side of the tree that has
been stripped

• western redcedar with cultural tapered bark scars usually had a
diameter at breast height of about 60 cm or less at the time of
stripping

• a young tree with more than one tapered bark scar probably was
stripped by people

• the presence of other trees in the vicinity with tapered bark scars
increases the likelihood that the scars are cultural

• the presence of multiple bark scars of similar age on one tree or
on adjacent trees increases the probability that the scars are
cultural
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In addition to scar and tree characteristics, other kinds of
evidence for possible natural scarring should be sought out and
considered when assessing a tapered scar. Such evidence
includes the presence of large rocks, large branches, and
windfallen trees at the base of a scarred tree; proximity to
avalanche tracks; grizzly bear claw marks at the base of a bark
scar; and the presence of a poor growing site (standing water or
minimal soil development).

It is not always possible to determine in the field if a tapered
bark scar is cultural. This is particularly so for scars that are
extensively overgrown by healing lobes, or where scar face
deterioration has removed much of the scar.

When it is not possible to determine in the field if a tapered scar
is cultural, a microscopic examination of a prepared wood
sample taken from a tapered scar can determine if the scar is
cultural based on the characteristics of the annual rings. Both
wedge and disc samples can be cut for this purpose (see section
on CMT dating for further discussion of samples). However, it is
not always possible or desirable to collect such samples since
they involve cutting of the tree.

Rectangular bark-strip scars (BSR)

Large rectangular bark-strip scars are found on western
redcedar, particularly those in the northern part of the Coast.
They result from the removal of large slabs of outer bark
(sometimes called bark planks or bark boards) used as raw
material for baskets and clothes and roofing material for
temporary shelters and over canoes under construction in the
forest. In removing the bark, a knife, chisel or adze was first
used to make a series of horizontal cuts through the thick outer
bark at the bottom and top of the desired length. The bark slab
was then pried off the tree. Sometimes a third cut was made
about midway between the top and bottom cuts. Sometimes a
narrow band of bark was first removed at the top of the slab to
help with the removal of the bark.
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Characteristics of Large Rectangular Bark-strip Scars

• scars have more or less parallel sides, with healing lobes along
both sides

• scars have a horizontal base and top, resulting in indicators that
the original shape was rectangular

• very old scars may have paired kinked lobes at the original upper
cut line (see photo, p. 31)

• scars are usually between 3 and 7 m in length, and between
40 and 70 cm in width

• scars are usually quite close to the ground, with bases often less
than 50 cm above the ground

• scars are seldom completely obscured by lobe growth because of
the large size of the scars

• the scar face at the bottom of the scar (above the original scar
base) often is more deteriorated (eroded) than the rest of the scar
face

• toolmarks in the form of horizontal cut marks are often present on
these scars, though deterioration of the scar face may eventually
remove these marks (the marks at the top generally preserve
better than those at the bottom)

Scars sometimes have peaked rather than straight tops because the
bark between the contracting lobes above the scar has died and
dropped off the tree, leaving a triangle of exposed but less
weathered wood above the original scar (see photo, p. 31).

Some large rectangular bark-strip scars may be the result of
stripping for inner bark rather than bark slabs. The bark would
be cut at the top and bottom when a specific length of material
was wanted, such as for skirts or mats. These rectangular bark
scars are found on cedars that were younger and smaller at the
time of stripping.
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Paired kinked lobes on old bark-strip scar.
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Bark-stripped western redcedar with large rectangular bark-strip
scar. Note erosion of scar base and some bark loss at top of scar.
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Other bark-strip scars

This category consists of all other bark-strip scars. As some of
these are studied better than others, it may be useful to identify
them as separate types. This category consists mainly of small
rectangular scars that often heal to oval or lenticular shapes
(scar windows).

Species on which these scars are found include western
hemlock, Sitka spruce, Douglas-fir, spruce, western yew, and
some deciduous species, such as cottonwood, red alder, cascara,
wild crabapple, and wild cherry. Bark from these species was
used extensively for such diverse purposes as food, medicine,
dye, fuel, binding material and, in some cases, small emergency
canoes. In some cases, the bark may have been removed for the
collection of pitch. At one time, CMTs left from these activities
must have been very common, but it is not likely that many are
still alive.

Hemlock is less resistant to infection following scarring than is
cedar, and most of the other species have much shorter life
spans. In addition, some trees were girdled or felled in order to
obtain large quantities of bark.

These bark-strip scars are generally narrow relative to their
length, though a few examples of almost square scars have been
reported. They are typically between 40 and 150 cm in length,
depending on the species, and between 50 and 75 cm in width,
although scars as narrow as 10 cm have been recorded. Hemlock
bark-strip scars typically measure between 100 and 150 cm in
length and 50 to 75 cm in width, with bases between 50 and
150 cm above ground. Sometimes the bases are up to 300 cm
above ground. The exposed hemlock wood can deteriorate
quickly, removing the scar face and leaving just an oval hole
formed by the scar window. Bark-strip scars on spruce are
virtually identical to those on western hemlock.


